Artificial neural network based soft estimator for estimation of transducer static nonlinearity.
In this work, the development of an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based soft estimator is reported for the estimation of static-nonlinearity associated with the transducers. Under the realm of ANN based transducer modeling, only two neural models have been suggested to estimate the static-nonlinearity associated with the transducers with quite successful results. The first existing model is based on the concept of a functional link artificial neural network (FLANN) trained with mu-LMS (Least Mean Squares) learning algorithm. The second one is based on the architecture of a single layer linear ANN trained with alpha-LMS learning algorithm. However, both these models suffer from the problem of slow convergence (learning). In order to circumvent this problem, it is proposed to synthesize the direct model of transducers using the concept of a Polynomial-ANN (polynomial artificial neural network) trained with Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) learning algorithm. The proposed Polynomial-ANN oriented transducer model is implemented based on the topology of a single-layer feed-forward back-propagation-ANN. The proposed neural modeling technique provided an extremely fast convergence speed with increased accuracy for the estimation of transducer static nonlinearity. The results of convergence are very stimulating with the LM learning algorithm.